RAPID SET CONCRETE PATCHING MATERIAL PANEL MINUTES
Wednesday, May 19, 2007 (1:00-2:30pm)

Lead State (Chair): Kentucky, Ross Mills
Testing State (Vice-Chair): Kansas, Rick Kreider
Testing State: New York, Patrick Galarza
Field Testing State: Ohio, Brad Young

1) Introductions (Please be sure to sign the Attendance sheet)

2) Issues concerning last year’s sampling and testing process
   - Kansas
     Discussed issues with sampling of materials and getting samples to the testing labs. It was suggested that it was time to review the sampling demands. This is a topic for the next teleconference.
   - New York
     Late arrival of products.
   - Ohio
   - Manufacturers
     Shipping; please be sure that manufacturers provide MSDS sheets with their shipped samples.
     This needs to be added to the initial letter.
     One instance that the manufacturer didn’t get a response from NYDOT. Also, an issue concerning the NYDOT Freeze/Thaw test.
     Should the compressive strengths include 28-day strengths? Fair question!!

   - Kansas
     Talked about the new April publications for the 2004, two year field data and the 2005, first year data.
   - New York
   - Ohio

4) Update on the Changes (Cementitious, Polymer-modified, Polymer)
   Reviewed information. Discussion concerning the Patch Rating. It was suggested to expand the objective rating and remove the subjective rating system. Brad will come up with an initial draft for 2008 and discuss at next teleconference.

5) Independent testing lab for Polymer-Modified and Polymer patches
   Nelson Testing Labs (NTL) has been contacted and will have some definitive information within the next week.

6) Other Business
   How do we ensure quality assurance testing within the RSCP program. We’ll attempt to do this through a conference call. Still need to incorporate the 5-year retesting requirement.

7) Adjourned